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Police say prostitution stings work to stop crime
Corey Allen-Young
KTVA
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ANCHORAGE, Alaska (KTVA-CBS 11 News)

After prostitution sting here in Anchorage caught four men soliciting sex police say they're making a dent in human sex trafficking in our city.

But with the men only being cited and released the question is should our resources be focused on more serious crimes?

With last week's prostitution sting resulting in a bust of an airport police and fire officer, officials say what they are doing is working in not only
protecting the public but in protecting those who can't protect themselves.

With the focus on stopping prostitution here in Anchorage, vice team police officers regularly conduct two kinds of stings.

A reverse sting with officers posing as prostitutes or one with officers posing as a customer known as a john.

"If there are people in the community who see prostitutes applying their trade on their street then they respond to that area and then they run a
prostitution sting in that area," said Lt. Dave Parker, the spokesperson for Anchorage Police.

Something that long time Westside Community Patrol member Sam O'Connor says in years past has been ridiculous.

"We would drive down Spenard road we counted 60 prostitutes on a Friday night," said O'Connor.

Dangerous activity that officials says brings in more illegal people and products to a neighborhood.

"The people who work as prostitutes most often do not work just for themselves they work for someone else who forces them into prostitution either
using drugs or force or both," said Parker."

"Whether its crack, methamphetamine, there is always a drug house associated close with wherever the prostitute is doing the business from," said
O'Connor. "It effects the neighborhood in an absolute negative way and we've heard arguments over years that all it's effecting is just them and of
course john and its not true it effects the whole neighborhood."

Which is why officials say they will continue to use their resources in order to keep our neighborhoods prostitute free.

"If you or one of your family members were forced to work as a prostitute, human trafficking, forced into that type of lifestyle that is very much a good
target for police to go after and to stop," said Parker. "Those people need to understand that the next person they pick up thinking they might be a
prostitute might be a police officer."

If someone is caught for solicitation or soliciting sex they will be cited and released depending on their record and could face a fine of up to $10,000
and jail time of up to a year. Also the person's vehicle will be seized as part of the crime for as many as 30 days.

To contact the Newsroom, call 907-274-1111.
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